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Abstract
Gene prediction is one of the first and most important
steps in understanding the genome of a species, and different approaches haven been proposed. In 2007, a de
novo gene predictor, called CONTRAST, based on Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) is introduced, and proved to
substantially outperform previous predictors. However, the
oversize feature set used in the model has posed several issues, like overfitting problem and excessive computational
demand. To resolve these issues, we did a thorough survey
of two existing feature selection methods for CRFs, namely
the gain-based and gradient-based methods, and applied
the later one to CONTRAST. The results show that with
the gradient-based feature selection scheme, we are able to
achieve comparable or even better prediction accuracy on
testing data, using only a very small fraction of the features
from the candidate pool. The feature selection method also
helps researchers better understand the underlying structure of the genomic sequences, further provides insights of
the function and evolutionary dynamics of genomes.
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Introduction

Gene prediction is one of the most extendedly studied problems in computational biology, and different approaches have been proposed, such as GENESCAN [3],
CRAIG [2], TWINSCAN [11], and N-SCAN [6]. Most of
these gene predictors are based on Hidden Markov Models
(HMMs). However, the independent assumptions made in
HMMs greatly limit their performance. To overcome the
limitations of HMMs, Lafferty et al. introduced Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) [12], which allow complex,
overlapping, and inter-dependent features to be included
to aid learning. In 2007, a de novo gene predictor based
on CRFs, CONTRAST (CONditionally TRAined Search

for Transcripts ), is proposed. By including features effectively modeling the dependecies between multiple informants, CONTRAST is able to show substantial improvement over previous de novo gene predictors.
Although the work has shown great success, there exist potential improvements. We believe, one of the most
significant extensions will be feature selection. The original model contains 33,003 features. Though a rich feature
set can help mine data, too many features can be detrimental. In general, as more features, especially irrelevant or redundant ones, are included in a model, the model will have
greater tendency to overfit the training data. Also, a large
quantity of features bring about greater demands on computational costs, including training/testing time and storage
space. Moreover, learning a ”good” model can be an important task in its own right, as it can provide insights about the
underlying structure of the domain. By feature selection, we
aim to select features bearing important information, while
discarding redundant ones. Therefore, to resolve the issues.
Desirable properties of a feature selection method include the following:
a) The size of the selected subset should be significantly
smaller than the full candidate feature set;
b) The selected subset should reflect domain knowledge;
c) The selected subset derived from a data set should
generalize well to other statistically similar datasets;
A great number of feature selection methods have been
introduced in the last decades, like filtering approaches [9,
19, 4], wrappers approaches [10], and embedded approaches [17, 5, 8]. Although feature selection has been
extensively studied for other data mining models, practical and robust algorithms that select features for CRFs are
still few. One feature selection method for CRFs, which
we call gain-based method, falls into the embedded method
paradigm [16, 14]. At each iteration, the feature with the
maximum potential gain is added to the feature set. The
gain of a candidate feature is measured by the maximum re-

duction of the objective function value that can occur by adjusting the weight of the candidate feature while keeping the
weights of other features fixed. In 2003, Perkins et al. [15]
proposed a feature selection algorithm based on gradient information, which we call gradient-based method, for a linear model. In 2006, Lee et al. [13] combined the two feature
selection methods with L1 ,L2 regularization respectively, to
learn the underlying structure for CRFs. However, as the
work focus on comparing the two regularization methodologies, the effects of the two feature selection methods are
ignored instead. To the best of our knowledge, there exists
no work comparing these two important feature selection
methodologies against each other, neither to other feature
selection approaches.
In this paper, we did a thorough survey of these two
feature selection methods, also compared them to one filtering approach. As we will discuss later, the gradientbased approach turns out to be much more effective and
efficient on avoiding overfitting and reducing the computational costs. Another nice property of the gradient-based
approach is that the gradient in CRFs has intuitive meanings
that give a satisfactory explanation to the validation of this
approach. We applied the gradient-based feature selection
algorithm to CONTRAST. The experimental results show
that the gradient-based approach is very attractive and gives
better performance than gain-based method when evaluated
against the criteria mentioned before.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a
brief review of CRFs and Section 3 presents a detailed
comparison of the gain-based and gradient-based algorithms. Section 4 reports experimental results of applying the gradient-based feature selection to a state-of-theart gene predictor and performing gene prediction on fly
genomes. We give conclusions in Section 5.
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Conditional Random Fields

A CRF considers the distributions over a set of random
variables V = X ∪ Y , where X is the set of variables over
the observation sequences to be labeled (e.g., a DNA base
sequence), and Y is the set of random variables over the
corresponding labeling sequences (e.g., the labeling of gene
sites). It models the conditional distribution of the labeling
sequence given the observation sequence based on the set of
feature functions. Each predefined feature fk (yt , xt ) returns
a numerical value for any configuration of yt and xt .
In this paper, we focus on linear-chain CRFs, a subclass
of CRFs that is computationally tractable and widely used.
In a linear-chain CRF, each feature involves only two consecutive hidden states. Let y and x be the labeling and observation sequences, respectively, {fk (yt , yt−1 , xt )}K
k=1 a
set of real-valued feature functions, and Λ = {λk } ∈ RK
the weight vector, the distribution over the label sequence y

given x in a linear-chain CRF takes the form
( T K
)
XX
1
exp
λk fk (yt , yt−1 , xt ) , (1)
p(y|x) =
Z(x)
t=1
k=1

where Z(x) is an instance-specific normalization function
( T K
)
X
XX
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exp
Z(x) =
λk fk (yt0 , yt−1
, xt ) .
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k=1
y’

N
Given training data D = x(i) , y(i) i=1 , to estimate the
weights Λ = {λk }, we typically minimize the negative conditional log likelihood:
minimizeΛ O(Λ) = −

N
X

log p(y(i) |x(i) ).

(2)

i=1
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Gain-based vs. Gradient-based Feature Selection

In this section, we present a comprehensive study of the
gain-based feature selection scheme and the gradient-based
one. An intuitive explanation of why the gradient-based feature selection scheme works better for CRF is given as well.

3.1

Framework

Both schemes fall into the embedded method paradigm,
which iteratively construct a feature set by adding one feature to the set at each iteration according to certain criterion.
As shown in Figure 1, each iteration has two steps, including a feature selection step (shown in dashed) and a parameter estimation step (shown in solid). In the feature selection
step, β(Λ? , λi ) measures the potential benefit of including
feature i. Let F be the candidate pool, which contains all
the features not yet selected. Let S be the selected feature
subset, which contains the promising features already included in the model so far. For both methods, the weights
for features in S are free variables, while the weights for
other features are fixed at 0. At the beginning, we have all
the candidate features in the candidate pool F and the selected subset S empty. At each iteration, the most discriminative feature according to the criterion β is removed from
F and added to S. Then, a CRF with all the features in S
is re-trained. The process repeats until a regularized CRF
objective function can no longer be reduced.
Now the problem is to find a criterion that can identify
the features that are strongly discriminative. Since we want
a good fit of the CRF model to the training data, it is natural to select features that, when included in the model,
will bring the maximum reduction to the objective function.
However, computing the exact reduction after adding one

We can now approximate the value of the objective function
in the neighborhood of Λ∗ by
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feature requires re-training the entire CRF model, which is
computationally expensive. To overcome this drawback,
exiting works aim at approximating the reduction with a
computationally scalable measurement.

3.2

Gain-based Feature Selection

The gain-based feature selection scheme measures the
significance of each candidate feature by the log-likelihood
gain of adding this feature to the model. For each candidate
feature fi , λi , β(Λ? , λj ) = (O)(Λ? , λ?j ) − (O)(Λ? ). That
is, it optimizes the weights of the features already selected
first, then finds out the maximum reduction of the objective
function value that can occur by adjusting the weight λj
of the candidate feature while keeping the weights of other
features fixed.
A disadvantage of this approach is its exceedingly high
computational cost. To assess the gain of each candidate
feature will require an optimization process. At each iteration, in order to select the feature with the maximum
gain, K optimizations are required, where K is the size of
the candidate pool. For many applications, K can be very
large and it is very expensive to select even only one feature. Since most problems would require hundreds or even
thousands of feature selection iterations in order to find a
good feature subset, this approach is not very practical.

3.3

Gradient-based Feature Selection

The gradient-based feature selection method measures
the significance of a candidate feature as follows:
Similarly, at each iteration, before a feature selection
step is carried out, all the features in the currently selected
subset S have been optimized. Thus, an optimized CRF
gives a weight vector Λ∗ , where λ∗i = 0 for all i, fi ∈
/ S.

(4)

Now suppose we add feature fj to S and perturb the value of
λj while keeping other values in Λ∗ unchanged, the change
of objective function value can be approximated by

$

Figure 1. The framework of the two feature selection methods.

∇O(Λ? )T (Λ − Λ? ).

O(Λ) − O(Λ? )
X ∂O(Λ? )
∂O(Λ? )
(λi − λ?i ) +
(λj − λ?j )
∂λi
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=

∂O(Λ? )
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(5)
?

)
= 0 for any
where the last equality is true since ∂O(Λ
∂λi
∗
i, fi ∈ S when Λ is the optimal weight vector for features
in S.
From (5) we see that, if we let the step size λj −λ?j be the
same for each candidate feature j ∈ F, the feature with the
?
)
maximum absolute derivative value | ∂O(Λ
∂λj | will bring the
maximum reduction to the first-order approximation of the
objective function, since we have the freedom to set λj to
be positive or negative. That is, by adding that feature into
the model, the objective function O(Λ) will decrease the
fastest. In summary, the absolute value of the derivative is
a measurement of the sensitivity of a model with respect to
each candidate feature. A large derivative is an indication of
a possible large reduction of the objective function locally
if the candidate feature is selected.
Recall that, in CRF, the derivative of O with respect to
feature fj is:

∂O
∂λj

=

N X
T
X

(i)

(i)

(i)

fj (yt , yt−1 , xt )

i=1 t=1

−

N X
T X
X

fj (y, y 0 , xt )p(y, y 0 |x(i) ).

(6)

i=1 t=1 y,y 0

A satisfactory interpretation of the derivative in (6) is as follows. The first term is the empirical count of feature j in
the training data, and the second term is the expected count
of this feature under the current trained model. Hence, the
derivative measures the difference between the empirical
count and the expected count of a feature under the current
model.
A small derivative implies that the current model has
largely captured the information contained in this feature
and adding this feature to the model will not help much. On

the other hand, a large derivative indicates a large difference between these two terms. Suppose that in the training
data a feature fj appears R times, while under the current
model, the expected count of fj is M . We would expect that
|R − M | positions where fj appears are mistakenly labeled
under the current model. When |R − M | is large, adding
fj to the model will help the model correct many mistakenly labeled positions, justifying the reasonable-ness of the
gradient based method.
For CRF, the derivatives of all the features can be directly calculated with one run of the forward-backward algorithm [18], which is much more efficient than optimizing
a CRF model K times, as required by gain-based feature
selection scheme.

3.4

Comparison

In this section, we presents a detailed comparison of the
effectiveness of both methods on addressing overfitting and
learning a good model.
The experiments were carried out on a toy casino gambling example shown in Figure 2. In the model, there is
a real die with an equal probability of rolling each number, and a fake die with a much higher probability of rolling
the number 6. The generated training and testing sequences
both contain 30,000 data points.
REAL

FAKE

0.9

0.8
0.1

1
2
3
4
5
6

1/6
1/6
1/6
1/6
1/6
1/6

0.2

1/10
1/10
1/10
1/10
1/10
1/2

Figure 2. A toy casino gambling model.
Given the training data, we constructed five different
feature sets F0 , F1 , F2 , F3 , F4 , where each set Fi contains four transition features T (real, real), T (real, f ake),
T (f ake, real), T (f ake, f ake), and up to the ith order
emission features. For example, F0 has only 0th order
emission features E(yt , xt ), such as E(real, 1), while F1
has 1st order emission features E(yt , xt , xt+1 ), such as
E(real, 11). Thus, we have F0 ⊂ F1 ⊂ F2 ⊂ F3 ⊂ F4 ,
and the size of the feature sets grows exponentially. We
trained CRFs with different feature sets. The experimental
results show that a large feature set not only causes overfitting, but also prohibitively large computational costs. Due
to space limitation, the results are not presented here.
Since gain-based feature selection is not very practical
for tasks with large candidate pool, we carry out the comparison on two relatively small candidate feature sets: F0

with K = 16, and F1 with K = 88. To avoid any possible
side effects, we do not include a regularization term in this
experiment. Instead, we let both methods run until all the
candidate features are selected. For both methods, whenever a new feature is added to the model and retrained, we
plot the prediction accuracy of the trained model on unseen
testing data in Figure 3.
The solid lines in Figure 3(a) and 3(b) stand for the prediction accuracy of the trained CRF model built with all
the features in F0 and F1 , respectively. As shown in Figure 3(a) and 3(b), for both candidate sets, the gradientbased method can identify a smaller feature subset that
gives the same accuracy as the full feature set, compared
to the gain-based method.
As shown in Figure 3(a), for candidate feature set F0 , instead of using all the 16 features in F0 , the gradient-based
feature selection is able to reach the same prediction accuracy after selecting only three features. On the other hand,
the gain-based method requires four features to reach the
same accuracy. Moreover, the third feature selected by the
gain-based method actually deteriorates the performance of
the model greatly.
A similar phenomenon can be observed for the candidate feature set F1 , as shown in Figure 3(b). The model
with the subset selected by gain-based method, which has
only six features, actually outperforms the one with all the
88 features included. In contrast, the gain-based method
converges at eight features.
Table 1 and Table 2 show detailed comparisons of the
time, reduction of objective function, prediction accuracy,
and selected feature of each method at each iteration.
The most significant contribution of the gradient-based
method is that it avoids the massive computational time demanded by the gain-based method. It is several orders of
magnitude faster than the gain-based method. As we can
see from the tables, the time the gain-based method takes to
select a feature grows exponentially as the candidate pool
grows. As shown in Table 2, for candidate pool F1 , at each
iteration, while it takes around 20 minutes for the gainbased method, the gradient-based method is able to pick
out the most promising feature within one second. When
applying the gain-based method on a candidate pool with
only 88 candidate features, the whole feature selection procedure takes around 36 hours to finish, while the gradientbased method takes only around 5 minutes. The computational time savings of the gradient-based method will be
even more significant when the candidate pool is larger.
In addition to being much more efficient, the gradientbased method also achieves better accuracy on testing data
than the gain-based method with less features. Most of the
times the gradient-based method selects a feature that leads
to greater reduction of the objective function than the one
gain-based method selects (as shown in the “∆O ” columns).
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Figure 3. Performance comparison of McCallum’s feature selection scheme and gradient-sieve on
the casino gaming example for candidate pools F0 and F1 .
Table 1. Comparison of time spent on each iteration (in seconds), reduction of objective function
(∆O ), prediction accuracy, and the selected features for candidate set F0 .
McCallum’s method
gradient-sieve
iter
time
∆O
accuracy (%)
feature
time
∆O
accuracy (%)
feature
1
32
8951.8
66.11
T (f ake, real)
0
4317.6
66.11
T (real, real)
2
83
394.2
66.11
E(real, 4)
0
4891.5
66.11
T (f ake, f ake)
3
55
427.1
64.64
E(real, 6)
0
1644.0
73.92
E(f ake, 6)
4
63
1080.5
73.89
T (real, real)

Now let us take a close look at the features selected by
the two methods. Recall that, for the casino gaming example, the candidate pool F0 has 16 features in total, including
4 transition features and 12 0th order emission features.
As shown in Figure 2, the most conspicuous characteristics of the casino model are:
a) The state “real” has a higher self transition probability
than “fake”. In fact, according to the stationary distribution
theory of Markov chain, 66% of the numbers belong to the
state “real”.
b) The model has a high self transition probability which
means that the model tends to stay in the same state for a
long time.
c) The biggest difference between the two states is that
the “fake” state has a much higher probability to generate
the number 6.
Given the above analysis, we can see that the gradientbased method always selects high-priority features. For
F0 , the feature subset selected includes three features
T (real, real), T (f ake, f ake), and E(f ake, 6), where T ()
are transition features and E() are emission features. The
optimal weight vector Λ? = {2.11, 1.48, 1.64}. It first
selects the self transition feature T (real, real) and labels
all the data points as in the state ”real”. As a result,
we get an accuracy of 66.11%. The trained weight vec-

tor also verifies this property as the self-transition feature
T (real, real) gets a larger weight than T (f ake, f ake).
The second important feature selected is the self-transition
feature T (f ake, f ake), which is justified by property b)
listed above. The third feature selected is E(f ake, 6).
Based on the model, if the number 6 appeared in the observation sequence, then it is likely that the underlying state
should be “fake”. As a result, adding this feature serves as
an evidence to shift from the self transitions T (real, real)
to the state “fake”. From the above, we see that the selected
features reflect human knowledge on the model. A similar
argument can be made for candidate pool F1 .

4

Experimental Results

Based on previous comparison, we can easily see the advantage of the gradient-based feature selection scheme on
CRF models, especially for tasks with large candidate pool.
We apply the gradient-based feature selection method to
the leading de novo gene predictor called CONTRAST [7].
The original model includes over 33,000 features. There
are four main types of features used in CONTRAST: features encoding all possible states, features encoding transitions between states, features encoding region boundaries
and features encoding a state based on sequence near its po-

Table 2. Comparison of time spent on each iteration, reduction of objective function (∆O ), prediction
accuracy, and the selected features for candidate set F1 .
McCallum’s method
gradient-sieve
iter
time
∆O
accuracy (%)
feature
time
∆O
accuracy (%)
feature
1
199 8951.8
66.11
T (f ake, real)
1
4317.6
66.11
T (real, real)
2
416
394.2
66.11
E(real, 4)
0
4891.5
66.11
T (f ake, f ake)
3
423
433.1
68.20
E(f ake, 66)
0
1644.0
73.92
E(f ake, 6)
4
1151 786.3
70.70
T (real, real)
1
1.3
73.92
E(real, 3)
5
1301
3.2
73.93
E(real, 6)
0
2.4
73.96
E(f ake, 66)
6
1475
2.5
73.92
E(f ake, 24)
0
3.2
74.10
E(real, 52)
7
1536
2.3
73.88
E(f ake, 52)
8
1559
1.1
74.00
E(real, 33)

60
55

Gene level accuracy(%)

sition [7]. The sequence-based features can be further divided into three categories: features based solely on the target sequence (DNA hexamer), features based on the alignment of a particular species to the target sequence (combination of trimer) and features based on the Expressed Sequence Tag (EST) [1] evidence. It is important to note that
the EST information is not always available for all genomes.
Although CONTRAST has achieved substantial success,
the large set of features used in its model results in great
computational demand. For a gene prediction task with
around 3,000 genes in the training set, it takes around 6
hours on a server with 20 processors to finish. However, not
all the 33,000 features are necessary and many of them are
redundant. We apply the gradient-based method to CONTRAST and perform gene prediction on fly genomes. The
performance of prediction is measured by sensitivity(Sn)
and specificity(Sp) at the gene, exon and nucleotide levels.
We divide the whole data set which contains around 16,000
genes evenly into four subsets.
In the following results, we are going to show that
a) The gradient-based method achieves comparable or
even better gene prediction accuracy after selecting only
2% ∼ 3% of the 33,000 features from the candidate pool.
b) The features selected are biologically meaningful.
c) The gradient-based method is better than a filtering
approach in terms of quality.
d) The gradient-based method is applicable to real world
problems with large candidate pools, for which the gainbased method is impractical due to its high computational
costs.
e) The feature subset selected by the gradient-based can
be directly used on statistically similar datasets and achieve
comparable accuracies.
f) The gradient-based method works well even when the
EST features are not available in the candidate pool.
In Figure 4, we plot the prediction accuracies on unseen
testing data for each feature selection iteration. As shown
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Figure 5. Performance of the gradient-based
method on the gene prediction task when
the candidate pool does not include EST features. The full feature set includes 32,983 features.

in the figure, when including these EST alignment features,
the gradient-based feature selection scheme is able to outperform the original model with only around 600 features
for most cases, while the original model in CONTRAST
used more than 33000 features. We also apply a filtering
approach [4] based on mutual information to this task. It
iteratively adds features that give the maximum mutual information gain. As we can see from Figure 4, the gradientbased method gives much better accuracies than the filtering approach. Finally, we are able to confirm that the features identified by the gradient-based method are biologically meaningful. For example, all the EST features are
selected in the very early stage.
As reported before, when the EST features are included in the feature set, the performance improves significantly. However, EST features are hard to obtain for many
genomes. Thus, we also tested CONTRAST without the
EST features and show the results in Figure 5. Due to lim-
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Figure 4. Performance of the gradient-based method on the gene prediction task when the candidate
pool include EST features. The full feature set includes 33,003 features.

ited space, we only present the result on one dataset, as the
other datasets give similar results. As we can see, while
the prediction accuracy of the original model deteriorates
considerably without the EST features, the gradient-based
method is able to achieve similar accuracy as the one with
EST features after selecting around 800 features. Hence, it
is robust even when the EST features are not available.
The running time of the gradient-based method is much
less than that of the gain-based method, which is prohibitively long for this task. The gradient-based takes about
24 hours to run each set of training/testing data on the same
20-CPU cluster. Although it is longer than the 6 hours original CONTRAST uses, it gives vital information about useful features. Moreover, as we show below, the feature subset obtained from one dataset can be directly used for other
datasets, giving a huge saving in future computational time.
As stated in Section 1, we expect the feature subset selected by our method to be able to generalize well to other
training and testing data. Hence, we carried out another experiment to directly use the feature subset selected for one
data set on the other data sets. In Table 3(a), the first two
columns are the sensitivity and specificity, respectively, un-

der the original model with 32983 features (without EST
features). The following 6 columns show the prediction accuracies on set 0 by directly using the feature subsets selected using the training data set 1, set 2, and set 3, respectively. Tables 3(b), 3(c), and 3(d) are similar.
As shown in Table 3, the selected feature subsets generalize well to other training tasks. We mark in bold where we
got better prediction accuracies. On average, we did 0.7%
better on sensitivity, and 1.0% worse on specificity. In conclusion, the feature subset selected by our method is able to
generalize well to statistically similar datasets. As a result,
in the future, we can directly use the selected features instead of all the features from the candidate pool to perform
similar tasks, and save computational time.

5

Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented a detailed comparison of the gain-based and gradient-based feature selection
schemes for CRFs. Both methods build up a discriminative feature subset by iteratively adding the feature with
the maximum potential gain estimated via different criteria.

Table 3. Performance of using the feature
subset selected from one dataset on other
datasets. The second row shows the number
of features included, and third to fifth rows
show the sensitivity and specificity at gene,
exon and nucleotide levels, respectively.
(a) Performance on set 0

|S|
Set 0
Gene
Exon
Nucl.

CONTRAST
32983
Sn
Sp
42.7 51.7
77.7 72.3
96.9 88.9

from set 1
800
Sn Sp
42.9 48.7
77.3 70.1
96.9 88.6

from set 2
625
Sn Sp
42.3 49.2
77.1 70.9
96.6 87.1

from set 0
555
Sn Sp
48.3 52.3
78.4 66.7
96.4 85.2

from set 2
625
Sn Sp
48.1 52.5
78.1 67.5
96.3 85.4

|S|
Set 2
Gene
Exon
Nucl.

from set 0
555
Sn Sp
45.7 46.8
77.9 67.3
96.8 86.8

from set 1
680
Sn Sp
47.0 49.4
78.0 68.2
97.1 87.5

from set 3
670
Sn Sp
48.3 51.5
78.4 67.4
96.6 85.3

from set 0
555
Sn Sp
45.5 49.5
77.5 68.5
96.5 86.1

from set 1
680
Sn Sp
46.2 49.6
77.4 68.5
96.9 86.2

[7]

[8]

[9]
from set 3
963
Sn Sp
46.9 50.4
78.3 69.3
97.1 87.7

(d) Performance on set 3

CONTRAST
|S|
32983
Set 3 Sn
Sp
Genes 46.0 52.9
Exon 78.2 70.3
Nucl. 97.5 86.4

[5]

[6]

(c) Performance on set 2

CONTRAST
32983
Sn
Sp
46.1 51.5
78.9 70.5
97.8 87.8

[3]
[4]

from set 3
670
Sn Sp
43.4 49.0
77.5 70.7
96.7 87.0

(b) Performance on set 1

CONTRAST
|S|
32983
Set 1 Sn
Sp
Gene 46.5 47.7
Exon 76.8 65.1
Nucl. 96.5 85.7

[2]

from set 2
625
Sn Sp
47.1 49.1
77.8 67.8
96.5 86.4

[10]
[11]

[12]

[13]

[14]

Comparing to the gain-based method, the gradient-based
method is computationally much more efficient, and effective in identifying the most promising features. We applied
the gradient-based feature selection method to a state-ofthe-art gene predictor CONTRAST and shown that it is able
to achieve comparable or even better prediction accuracies
on unseen testing data using a small fraction (2% ∼ 3%) of
the features in the candidate pools. Further, we have shown
that features selected by the gradient-based method from
a fraction of the genome dataset generalize well to the remaining of the dataset.

[16]
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